Lead-time can mean two different things: Clinical leadtime is the lead-time for clinically relevant tumors; that is, those that are not overdiagnosed. Model-based leadtime is a theoretical construct where the time when the tumor would have caused symptoms is not limited by the person's death. It is the average time at which the diagnosis is brought forward for both clinically relevant and overdiagnosed cancers. When screening for breast cancer, clinical lead-time is about 1 year, while modelbased lead-time varies from 2 to 7 years. There are two different methods to calculate overdiagnosis in cancer screening-the excess-incidence approach and the lead-time approach-that rely on two different leadtime definitions. Overdiagnosis when screening with mammography has varied from 0 to 75 %. We have explained that these differences are mainly caused by using different definitions and methods and not by variations in data. High levels of overdiagnosis of cancer have usually been explained by detection of many slowgrowing tumors with long lead-times. This theory can be tested by studying if slow-growing tumors accumulate in the absence of screening, which they don't. Thus, it is likely that the natural history of many subclinical cancers is spontaneous regression. 1 have recently compared the two different methods to calculate overdiagnosis in breast and prostate cancer screening: the excess-incidence approach and the lead-time approach. They write that the main limitations of the excess-incidence approach are that the prevalence screening rounds are included and that followup after screening is insufficient, whereas the lead-time approach relies on model choices and assumptions that are not transparent. They conclude that they "wonder whether it is possible to compare and integrate results across published studies of overdiagnosis". Etzioni et al. 1 do not state which approach they consider most reliable. We have recently published a comparison of the two approaches.
Lead-time can mean two different things: Clinical leadtime is the lead-time for clinically relevant tumors; that is, those that are not overdiagnosed. Model-based leadtime is a theoretical construct where the time when the tumor would have caused symptoms is not limited by the person's death. It is the average time at which the diagnosis is brought forward for both clinically relevant and overdiagnosed cancers. When screening for breast cancer, clinical lead-time is about 1 year, while modelbased lead-time varies from 2 to 7 years. There are two different methods to calculate overdiagnosis in cancer screening-the excess-incidence approach and the lead-time approach-that rely on two different leadtime definitions. Overdiagnosis when screening with mammography has varied from 0 to 75 %. We have explained that these differences are mainly caused by using different definitions and methods and not by variations in data. High levels of overdiagnosis of cancer have usually been explained by detection of many slowgrowing tumors with long lead-times. This theory can be tested by studying if slow-growing tumors accumulate in the absence of screening, which they don't. Thus, it is likely that the natural history of many subclinical cancers is spontaneous regression. E tzioni et al. 1 have recently compared the two different methods to calculate overdiagnosis in breast and prostate cancer screening: the excess-incidence approach and the lead-time approach. They write that the main limitations of the excess-incidence approach are that the prevalence screening rounds are included and that followup after screening is insufficient, whereas the lead-time approach relies on model choices and assumptions that are not transparent. They conclude that they "wonder whether it is possible to compare and integrate results across published studies of overdiagnosis". Etzioni et al. 1 do not state which approach they consider most reliable. We have recently published a comparison of the two approaches. 2 We concluded that the excess-incidence approach is preferable. The lead-time approach seriously underestimates overdiagnosis because of flawed assumptions about how much screening advances the time of diagnosis. 2 It is generally accepted that prostate specific antigen (PSA) screening for prostate cancer leads to about 50 % overdiagnosis, which means that one in three prostate cancers in a population offered screening are overdiagnosed. This estimate is based on the excessincidence approach applied to the randomized trials. 1 Using the same approach, we calculated 31 % overdiagnosis in randomized trials of mammography screening; 3 in observational studies, we found 30-50 % overdiagnosis of invasive breast cancer in countries with publicly organized screening programs.
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WHY THE EXCESS-INCIDENCE APPROACH IS PREFERABLE
With the excess-incidence approach, the reduction in the number of cancers after screening has stopped is subtracted from the incidence increase observed during screening. With long follow-up after screening has stopped, this approach will correctly adjust for advancement of the time of diagnosis (lead-time), 2 provided that there is little opportunistic screening outside the targeted age range. The conditions of absence of opportunistic screening and long follow-up in age groups no longer offered screening cannot always be met, and Etzioni et al. are correct that this can bias the excess-incidence based approach. However, for a claim of no overdiagnosis to be valid, it is important that all extra cases detected during the screening period are compensated for, including those detected in the prevalence screening round. If, for example, a large reservoir of dormant or slow-growing lesions is a major cause of overdiagnosis, it will be most prominent in the first screening round. Simply disregarding the prevalence peak, as Etzioni et al. 1 suggest, and as we also did to reach a conservative estimate, 4, 5 underestimates overdiagnosis.
The excess-incidence approach has been criticized because it does not follow closed cohorts for many years with screening, and subsequently, for many years after screening, it has stopped to fully identify the compensatory reduction in cancers. However, this has in fact been done, with results that are comparable to our previous estimates. 6 
WHY THE LEAD-TIME APPROACH IS MISLEADING
We have shown that lead-time models wrongly adjust away most true overdiagnosis, because they rest on the false assumption that all the incidence increase during screening is caused by early detection of slow-growing tumors that would have surfaced later. 2 There are two different leadtime approaches. The classical lead-time adjustment method includes all cancers diagnosed in a long time period after screening has stopped (10-15 years) in both the screening and the control group when comparing cumulative hazard rates. 7 This ratio is initially equal to the excess-incidence estimate, but rapidly approaches zero difference between the two groups with increasing follow-up. 2 Another leadtime approach is using a multistage statistical model where all tumors are assumed to grow (but with different speed), which estimates overdiagnosis as the fraction of tumors detected at screening that would never become clinical during the lifetime of the patient. This approach is highly model dependent; for example, three different lead-time models gave overdiagnosis estimates ranging from 23 % to 42 % using the same Dutch data set. 2 The MISCAN model represents such an approach, and the assumptions in this model are multiple and not transparent. 1, 2 The lead time models always give lower overdiagnosis estimates than the excess-incidence approach if screening detects dormant tumors or tumors that regress spontaneously. The theoretical incidence rate in a screened cohort with many slow-growing tumors and little overdiagnosis is presented in Figure 1a . An initial prevalence peak is followed by a period where the rate stabilizes slightly above the background incidence level, after which a compensatory decline appears when screening stops. The validity of this model can be studied by comparing Figure 1a to observed incidence rates in a screened population (Fig. 1b) . The incidence increased markedly when women aged 50-51 years were invited to their prevalence screen in Norway, and also for women above 60 years when screening started in Norway (Fig. 1b) 8 and Sweden. 9 Second, the incidence increase persists during all following screening rounds and is consistently 50 % above the expected incidence without screening, which is an increase that is two to three times larger than that predicted with the lead-time approach (Fig. 1b) . Third, the compensatory incidence decline after screening had stopped at age 69 is very small, and disappears much earlier than the assumed long lead-times would suggest, and compensates for only a small fraction of the observed incidence increase.
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LIFETIME RISK OF OVERDIAGNOSIS
No studies have followed all women until they have all died. Kalager et al. 6 included all cancers diagnosed in a 10-year period after screening had stopped to adjust for long Figure 1 . a Breast cancer incidence with screening (red line) as predicted with the MISCAN model, which is a lead-time model. 7 The blue line is the no screening group. b Observed breast cancer incidence rates for Norwegian women in the period 1991-1995 before screening started (blue line), and for a cohort of 70,000 Norwegian women aged 50 years invited to biennial screening (first screening in 1996-2001) with 10 years follow-up (solid red line). Another cohort of women aged 60 years (43,000) in 1996-2001 were also followed up for 10 years with biennial screening (the prevalence screening was done before age 60) and then in 1-5 years without screening (dotted red line). To compare, the breast cancer incidence rate for women under age 50 years was constant throughout this period.
lead-times. They found that mammography screening in Norway was associated with 15-25 % overdiagnosis of invasive breast cancers. If the follow-up is life-long, this method estimates lifetime risk of overdiagnosis, and the percentage is therefore smaller than the estimated level of overdiagnosis in the screening period of 30-50 %. In practice, different studies have included different periods of follow-up after screening stopped, and the individual percentage estimates are therefore not comparable. Both the excess incidence approach and the lead-time approach need to adjust for changes in the underlying incidence rate. A strong underlying incidence increase has been commonly assumed, mainly due to hormone replacement therapy (HRT). However, in the last decade, HRT use has dropped 80 % in Norway in post-menopausal women without any significant corresponding drop in breast cancer incidence, which we would expect if HRT is causing breast cancer. 10 Thus, opportunistic screening and increased screening sensitivity seem more likely explanations for the increases in background incidence in the non-screened areas and non-screened age groups observed in recent years. Assuming a strong underlying incidence increase most likely underestimates the true level of overdiagnosis with screening, but not very much, as the results of Kalager et al. 6 correspond well with ours.
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A FORMAL TEST OF THE LEAD-TIME MODEL
If all the incidence increase is caused by advanced diagnosis of primarily slow-growing tumors, as is assumed in Figure 1a , these slow-growing tumors should all be present in the breasts of non-screened women and become detected once they enter a screening program at a later time in their lives. Whether this happens has been studied in Norway 8 and Sweden. 9 We compared cumulative incidence rates in matched cohorts of women where the study group included all women who were invited for regular screening over 6 years. All women in the control group were invited to undergo a prevalence screen at the end of the study period when they were 6 years older. After these 6 years of follow-up, the cumulative incidence rate of invasive breast cancer was 16-22 % higher in the group screened several times during the observation period, and this difference did not disappear after one more screening round of both groups, 8 or after several rounds. 9 In fact, almost all overdiagnosis can be explained by the detection of tumors that would have regressed spontaneously. 9 Based on US data, Fryback et al. 11 have suggested the same; however, they used a different approach. They modeled tumor growth and concluded that the "best model uses 42 % LMP tumors (tumors with low malignant potential). LMP tumors progress to a maximum of approximately 1-cm diameter, dwell at this size for 2 years, and then regress if undetected.
Examination of the best scoring model without regression of LMP tumors reveals an apparent depletion of the occult pool of localized invasive cancers."
In the randomized PLCO trial of screening for prostate cancer with PSA, the cumulative number of prostate cancers were 2,541 for the screening group and 1,997 for the control group when the trial was closed after 6 years (absolute difference, 544 cases). 12 Two years after the trial closed the absolute difference was 422 cases, and seven years later the cumulative numbers were 4,250 and 3,815, respectively (absolute difference, 435 cases). The excessincidence estimate of overdiagnosis is therefore: (2,541-109)/ 1,997=1.22 (22 %). Here, 544 -435=109 is the difference in the cumulative rates after 7 years of follow-up. In contrast, after 7 years of follow-up, overdiagnosis estimated with the classical lead-time adjustment is 4,250/3,815=1.12 (12 %), illustrating how this method provides percentage estimates of overdiagnosis that are greatly dependent on study duration, are incomparable for various lengths of follow-up, and can therefore be misleading. Furthermore, prostate cancer incidence rates were similar in the previously screened and nonscreened groups during the 2-7 years after the trial closed, indicating that PSA screening did not detect many tumors with long lead-times, but rather dormant tumors or tumors that spontaneously regress.
In conclusion, the excess-incidence approach for calculating overdiagnosis is preferable, because this method yields an estimate with a simple and intuitive interpretation. The lead-time approach depends on a method that is not transparent and usually has no interpretation. Further, estimates obtained with this model depend both on the number of screenings, as well as on the length of the follow-up after screening has stopped, making comparisons between studies impossible.
